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Introduction: Dark matter searches
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Contact interactions  
have been used 
especially @LHC Run I
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If the mediator mass is 
a TeV scale or bellow, the structure 
should be considered

Simplified Dark Matter models

Dark Matter candidate couples to the SM particles 
via a mediator

Dark matter searches 2t the LHC
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4-channel simplified DM models
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Gravity-mediated DM:  
Lee, Park, Sanz 
 [1306.4107, 1401.5301] 

Spin2-mediated simplified DM model
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Λ: scale parameter of the theory



LHC search

spin2 mediator  
decay into DM/neutrinos

•  resonance search 

•  monojet/multijet + missing ET (DM search) 

spin2 mediator  
decay into SM 		

				

	
				



Simulation tools

http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/DMsimp 
event provider

event generator

parton shower 
hadronization

analysis tools

FeynRules  
(Simplified DM models: DMsimp)

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO

Pythia

CheckMATE 
(MadAnalysis, Rivet)

detector simulation delphes



Spin2 mediator production and decay

dark matter production = 
mediator production × Br(dark matter) 



Constraints from missing ET searches (1/2)
13 TeV LHC with 3.2/fb 

Constraints 
come from 
spin2 
mediator→ 
dark matter
+ neutrino 
decay  

Constraints 
come from 
spin2 
mediator→ 
neutrino 
decay  

universal gSM 



	

Constraints from missing ET searches (2/2)

leptophobic universal gSM 

13 TeV LHC with 3.2/fb 



without DM 

decaying into di-leptons and di-photons gives the 
strongest limit. 

Constraints from resonance searches (1/2)



Constraints from resonance searches (1/2)

  

without DM 



Constraints from resonance searches  2/2)

with 
DM 

with DM gX/gSM=10 

Branching ratio decaying into SM particles becomes 
lower, so that limits become weaker. 



Comparison between 
MET & resonance searches

For gX=10, the dilepton and diphoton constraints 
are weakened by about a factor of 2 but still give 
the strongest constraints 



Summary
1.  1e considered 4pin2-mediated simplified DM Model, and 

studied the current LHC constraints: 
–  monojet/multijet + missing ET 

–  resonance searches 
     

2.  We show the complementarity among different searches 
–  dilepton/diphoton  

resonance searches 
-> strongest constraint 

–  Missing ET searches 
-> only if dilepton/diphoton  
modes are suppressed,  
these searches can be  
competitive in constraining  
dark matter models with  
spin-2 mediators 
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We hope our work ill be useful 
to find reasonable benchmark 
scenarios for spin-2 mediated 
DM searches. 
 


